"This book provides a critical analysis of many important issues in rough sets and applications, including introductory material and research results, as wellas hybrid intelligent systems involving the elements of rough set techniques." Rough set theory is a new soft computing tool which deals with vagueness and uncertainty. It has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners worldwide, and has been successfully applied to many fields such as knowledge discovery, decision support, pattern recognition, and machine learning.
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Rough Computing: Theories, Technologies and Applications offers the most comprehensive coverage of key rough computing research, surveying a full range of topics from granular computing to pansystems theory. With its unique coverage of the defining issues of the field, this commanding research collection provides libraries with a single, authoritative reference to this highly advanced technological topic.
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This essential publication is for all academic and research libraries, as well as all those involved in soft computing. Researchers, practitioners, educators, engineers, consultants, managers, and students in a full range of IT-related fields will also benefit. 
